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Norway. Where the urbanity of Europe fades away, leaving you in the vast  
expanses of the untamed far north. Where Telemark and Nordic skiing isn’t only a 
national sport or recreation – it’s essential. For more than half the year, skis are the 
Nor-man’s escape out into the open landscape. And the ski binding is the crucial 
link, transforming strength to speed and control, opening the gateway to a perfect 
state of being.

Rottefella cra�s the world’s most advanced, most winning, Nordic and Telemark 
ski bindings. We re�ne and reinvent them – constantly. We distill the skiing  
insights of our Norwegian heritage into cutting edge ski technology. We have been 
doing this and only this for more than 80 years. For us, it’s not just about better 
bindings - it’s about who we are.

Be a proud part of history 



The Xcelerator Pro Classic, a binding specially  
designed for classic cross-country skiing, based on  
the winning technology of the Xcelerator system.

Rottefella Performance, a binding for those thriving on 
more pleasure from their skiing activities.

Rottefella Key, the intelligent tool that can mean the  
di�erence between an enjoyable or a disappointing  
skiing experience.  

Introducing season 2015/2016



The Xcelerator Pro Classic,  a binding specially designed  
for classic cross-country skiing, based on the winning  
technology of the Xcelerator system.



In order to satisfy an ever-increasing throng of leisure-time  
skiers who want more pleasure from their skiing  
activities, Rottefella has developed Rottefella Performance,  
a ski binding with models adapted to both the skating and 
classic style.



Rottefella Key is the tool that makes adjusting the bindings  
backwards and forwards on the Rottefella NIS system a very  
simple task. Both the skiing experience and the characteristics  
of the kick/glide zone alter according to where you are positioned 
on your skis. 



Rottefella Insoles was launched in 2013 as the �rst range of  
specialized insoles for cross-country skiing. In a design that  
embodies the Rottefella philosophy of making skiing better,  
faster and far more comfortable. Become part of the  
Rottefella future with Rottefella Insoles for cross-country skiing.



Rottefella philosophy
Rottefella’s development philosophy is based on the body best utilising its full potential 
when in a neutral position, in other words, when standing flat.  With the foot in as flat a 
position as possible - in the shoe and on the ski - the skier’s hips are positioned further 
forward, making for greater balance and more thrust to the core musculature. 

More Core Power
Rottefella’s bindings, insoles and outsoles can then utilise the body’s biodynamics to the full, giving greater power bursts and ultimately a much 
better and more exhilarating skiing experience. 



Rottefella Xcelerator System
Integrating Rottefella’s philosophy and technology, we have developed the Xcelerator 
system for speed and precision in skiing. The system comprises mounting plates, 
bindings, outsoles and insoles, giving the skier a neutral position.  

The Xcelerator system offers a range of extras for optimal fine-tuning to the skier’s personal style, including the Rottefella flex system which per-
sonalises the flex resistance of the bindings to the individual’s style and shoe size. Our flexors are available in three different degrees  
of hardness for both classic and skating.



Rottefella technology
We have developed a complete cross-country skiing system based on Rottefella’s  
philosophy, with bindings, outsoles, insoles and a range of accessories to heighten  
the skiing experience. With Rottefella technology you can move your binding on the 
Rottefella NIS Plate to match the snow conditions: forwards for better grip and  
backwards for better glide.

Remove the existing bindings from the Rottefella NIS plate and 
slide on the new bindings. It’s as simple as that.  

Rottefella NIS Plate

Rottefella Flex

Rottefella Performance

Rottefella Key



Rottefella NIS Plate
The system o�ers the skier a unique opportunity for maximum skiing pleasure by 
using the Rottefella Key or QuickLock™ to quickly and easily move the binding 
backwards and forwards to Optimise speed and control. 

The seven positions allow you to easily 
move the binding for improved performance. 



Xcelerator Mounting Plate
The unique Xcelerator Mounting Plate gives cross-country enthusiasts all the bene�ts 
of the unique Xcelerator bindings. Compatible with skis without an integrated NIS plate 
and with rollerskis. 

The three di�erent positions allow  
you to easily move the binding for  
improved performance. 



Rottefella QuickLock
Using the Rottefella QuickLock™, the ski binding can be moved backwards and 
forwards quickly and easily to optimise weight distribution on the ski without the
use of tools. Move forward for better grip or bakwards for better glide.

Rottefella QuickLock:  
Li� and move backwards for 
better glide in classic skiing.

Rottefella QuickLock:  
Li� and move forwards for 
better grip in classic skiing.



Rottefella Key
The Rottefella Key, with a built-in thermostat and LED light, offers skiers a unique 
opportunity for maximum performance. Adjust the ski binding backwards or 
forwards to optimise the weight distribution on the ski.

Rottefella Key:  Move the binding on the NIS 
Plate for better grip or better glide in Classic.

BETTER GRIP

BETTER GLIDE



Rottefella Flexor
Adjust your kick to your preferred ski response simply snapping a so�er or  
harder �exor in place. The �exor should be replaced regularly to maintain its full 
function: The Rottefella �exor �ts all Xcelerator bindings and Rottefella Performance. 

Classic Flexor
Classic Hard: Shoe sizes 45-52

Classic Medium: Shoe sizes 41-45  
Classic So�: Shoe sizes 35-41

Skate Flexor
Skate Hard: Shoe sizes 45-52  

Skate Medium: Shoe sizes 41-45 
Skate So�: Shoe sizes 35-41



Racing     serie

Rottefella  Racing  series 
Enhance the joy and e�ciency of skiing



Xcelerator Pro Classic        Race

Xcelerator Pro Classic 
A paradigm within classic skiing 
Xcelerator Pro Classic is specially designed for classic cross-country skiing, based on the 
winning technology of the Xcelerator system. Optimised with just one goal in mind: to 
make you go faster on your skis, whether you’re an elite athlete or just skiing it for leisure. 

  With the unique QuickLock™ skiers can move their binding  
to optimise weight distribution on the ski without the use of tools.



Xcelerator Pro Classic       Race

Xcelerator Pro Classic 
A paradigm within classic skiing 
Xcelerator Pro Classic is specially designed for classic cross-country skiing, based on the 
winning technology of the Xcelerator system. Optimised with just one goal in mind: to 
make you go faster on your skis, whether you’re an elite athlete or just skiing it for leisure. 

 The Ideal Position between boot and binding 
enables maximum power transmission in every 
kick.

 With the unique QuickLock™ skiers can move their binding  
to optimise weight distribution on the ski without the use of tools.



Xcelerator Pro Classic         Race

Xcelerator Pro Classic 
A paradigm within classic skiing 
Xcelerator Pro Classic is specially designed for classic cross-country skiing, based on the 
winning technology of the Xcelerator system. Optimised with just one goal in mind: to 
make you go faster on your skis, whether you’re an elite athlete or just skiing it for leisure. 

 The Ideal Position between boot and binding 
anables maximum power transmission in every 
kick.

 More rigidity in the material allows for a quicker response 
and better balance for classic skiier.

 With the unique QuickLock™ skiers can move their binding  
to optimise weight distribution on the ski without the use of tools.



 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Xcelerator Pro Classic  205 g 221 mm 57,7 36-52 

Technical specifications 

Xcelerator Pro Classic       Race



Sales arguments
  Optimal classic performance 
  More power with every kick 
  Move binding with QuickLock™ 
  Gi� item

Assortment Xcelerator Pro Classic

Product EAN Part number Box  qty.

Xcelerator Pro Classic Bulk   7036370002064 10200168 10 

Xcelerator Pro Classic Retail Edition 7036370002170 10200174 5 

Xcelr

Classic

Xcelerator Pro Classic

HANDLES

GET A BETTER GRIP

Xcelerator Classic Insoles
Insoles constructed 
to maximise power trans-
mission. 

Xcelerator 
Classic Flexor
Adjust your kick to 
performance and  
snow conditions.

Xcelerator Handles
Get a better grip with 
broader handles and 
personalise the locking 
mechanism.

Xcelerator 
Mounting Plate
Upgrade your binding 
system to the latest 
technology, giving you 
full access to all 
Xcelerator bindings.

Accessorise Xcelerator
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XCELERATOR MOUNTING PLATE

XCELERATOR MOUNTING PLATE
FULL ACCESS TO ALL XCELERATOR BINDINGS

You are now in possession of the Xcelerator Mounting Plate, 
an important part of the Rottefella technology. This is our 
gift to you.  

The Xcelerator Mounting Plate will fit all cross country 
skis, along with Rottefella Xcelerator bindings. 

The Xcelerator Mounting Plate lets you upgrade your  
binding system to the latest technology and still keep  
your favorite skis. The Xcelerator bindings are available in  
a classic and skate edition, and you can choose the binding 
that suits you best. 

Ask the sta� in your ski shop to help you mount the plate 
and binding. Xcelerator – for increased stability and joy of 
skiing.

For more information on the Xcelerator system  
visit rottefella.com/xceleratorsystem. 

The Xcelerator
Mounting Plate fits 
all cross country 
skiing skis.

The Xcelerator
Mounting Plate gives  

skiers full access
to all Xcelerator 

bindings.

Powered by you.              Technology by us.
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Xcelerator Pro Classic       Race



Xcelerator Pro Skate 
The future of skiing
Optimise your skating performance with Xcelerator Pro Skate, the binding  
designed to enable you to skate better and faster and realise your full skating potential. 

Xcelerator Pro Skate         Race

 With the unique QuickLock™ you can move your binding  
to the perfect position without the use of tools.



Xcelerator Pro Skate 
The future of skiing
Optimise your skating performance with Xcelerator Pro Skate, the binding  
designed to enable you to skate better and faster and realise your full skating potential. 

Xcelerator Pro Skate         Race

 The wide housing gives you optimal transmission of 
power from boot to ski and great balance in every kick.

 With the unique QuickLock™ you can move your binding  
to the perfect position without the use of tools.



 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Xcelerator Pro Skate  210 g 225 mm 58,5 36-52 

Technical specifications 
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Xcelerator Pro Skate         Race



Sales arguments
  Optimal skating performance 
  More power with every kick 
  Move binding without tools with QuickLock™ 
  Gi� item

Xcelr

Skate

Xcelerator Pro Skate

HANDLES

GET A BETTER GRIP

Xcelerator Skate 
Insoles
Insoles constructed 
to maximise power 
transmission. 

Rottefella 
Skate Flexor
Adjust your kick to 
performance and  
snow conditions.

Xcelerator Handles
Get a better grip with 
broader handles and 
personalise the locking 
mechanism with one  
of three colours.

Xcelerator 
Mounting Plate
Upgrade your binding 
system to the latest 
technology, giving you 
full access to all 
Xcelerator bindings.

Accessorise Xcelerator
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XCELERATOR MOUNTING PLATE

XCELERATOR MOUNTING PLATE
FULL ACCESS TO ALL XCELERATOR BINDINGS

You are now in possession of the Xcelerator Mounting Plate, 
an important part of the Rottefella technology. This is our 
gift to you.  

The Xcelerator Mounting Plate will fit all cross country 
skis, along with Rottefella Xcelerator bindings. 

The Xcelerator Mounting Plate lets you upgrade your  
binding system to the latest technology and still keep  
your favorite skis. The Xcelerator bindings are available in  
a classic and skate edition, and you can choose the binding 
that suits you best. 

Ask the sta� in your ski shop to help you mount the plate 
and binding. Xcelerator – for increased stability and joy of 
skiing.

For more information on the Xcelerator system  
visit rottefella.com/xceleratorsystem. 

The Xcelerator
Mounting Plate fits 
all cross country 
skiing skis.

The Xcelerator
Mounting Plate gives  

skiers full access
to all Xcelerator 

bindings.
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 Xcelerator Pro Skate         Race

Assortment Xcelerator Pro Skate

Product EAN Part number Box  qty.

Xcelerator Pro Skate Bulk   7036370002057 10200167 10 

Xcelerator Pro Skate Retail Edition 7036370002163  10200173 5 



Xcelerator      Titan

 The titan material makes this binding the lightest  
available on the cross-country skiing market today.

Xcelerator Titan
The lightest binding available today
A supreme version of our Xcelerator binding lets the user get all the advantages of the 
Xcelerator system and uses the highest quality of material available today.



 With the Rottefella NIS system you can move your  
binding to the perfect position that matches your preference.

Xcelerator      Titan

 The titan material makes this binding the lightest  
available on the cross-country skiing market today.

Xcelerator Titan
The lightest binding available today
A supreme version of our Xcelerator binding lets the user get all the advantages of the 
Xcelerator system and uses the highest quality of material available today.



Xcelerator      Titan

  The lightweight carbon-reinforced construction  
minimises the workload in every kick.

Xcelerator Titan
The lightest binding available today
A supreme version of our Xcelerator binding lets the user get all the advantages of the 
Xcelerator system and uses the highest quality of material available today.

 The titan material makes this binding the lightest  
available on the cross-country skiing market today.

 With the Rottefella NIS system you can move your  
binding to the perfect position that matches your preference.



Xcelerator      Titan

 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Xcelerator Titan 149 g 215 mm 56,7 36-52 

Technical specifications 
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Sales arguments
  Titan lever 
  Carbon reinforced housing 
  Optimised foot position for both classic and skate 
  Gi� item

Assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty.

Xcelerator Titan  7036370001319 10200095 1 

Xcelerator      Titan

SKATE SPACER

INCREASE KICK LOREM IPSUM SKIATTE MNKSEG

ER

HANDLES

GET A BETTER GRIP

Xcelerator Insoles
Insoles constructed  
to maximise power 
transmission. 

Rottefella Flexor
Adjust your kick to 
performance and  
snow conditions.

Xcelerator Handles
Get a better grip with 
broader handles and 
personalise the locking 
mechanism with one  
of three colours.

Xcelerator Skate Spacer
Convert your classic 
skis to skate with  
Skate Spacer.

Xcelerator Accessories



Xcelerator      2.0

  The reduced weight and low pro�le give you  
optimal control and power transfer in every kick.optimal control and power transfer in every kick.

Xcelerator 2.0
The optimum ski binding for dedicated 
enthusiasts 
Xcelerator 2.0 bindings have bene�tted from many years of research into the  
angles between boot, binding and ski. The product is adapted to the various styles with 
varying �ex.



  The reduced weight and low pro�le give you  
optimal control and power transfer in every kick.

Xcelerator      2.0

optimal control and power transfer in every kick.

Xcelerator 2.0
The optimum ski binding for dedicated 
enthusiasts 
Xcelerator 2.0 bindings have bene�tted from many years of research into the  
angles between boot, binding and ski. The product is adapted to the various styles with 
varying �ex.

  The new construction in advanced materials makes  
Rottefella Xcelerator 2.0 an extremly light and strong binding.



Xcelerator      2.0

 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Xcelerator 2.0 178 g 215 mm 56,7 36-52 

Technical specifications 
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Assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty. 

Xcelerator 2.0 Skate Bulk 7036370001722 10200153 10 

Xcelerator 2.0 Classic Bulk 7036370001739 10200154 10 

Xcelerator 2.0 Retail Edition 7036370001708 10200151 5 

Sales arguments
  Technology that wins above all others 
  Optimal foot position 
  Optimal power transfer from foot to ski
  Gi� item

Xcelerator      2.0

SKATE SPACER

INCREASE KICK LOREM IPSUM SKIATTE MNKSEG

ER

HANDLES

GET A BETTER GRIP

Xcelerator Insoles
Insoles constructed  
to maximise power 
transmission. 

Rottefella Flexor
Adjust your kick to 
performance and  
snow conditions.

Xcelerator Handles
Get a better grip with 
broader handles and 
personalise the locking 
mechanism with one  
of three colours.

Xcelerator Skate Spacer
Optimise your skate 
skiis to snow 
conditions.

Xcelerator Accessories
LIGHTER AND 

STRONGER 

LOW PROFILE FOR 
OPTIMAL POWER 

TRANSMISSION

XCELERATOR SKATE  
FLEXOR

THE KEY TO MAXIMIZED
SKI PERFORMANCE



Xcelerator      Woman

Xcelerator Woman
A racing binding designed exclusively 
for women
 Xcelerator Woman has all the bene�ts from the Xcelerator Technology and has an  
exclusive look with a front lever of 18-carat gold and a stylish colour combination.  
The binding has two di�erent �exors so that it can be used for both classic and skate style.

 The wide housing gives you optimal transmission of power  
from boot to ski, and great balance in every kick.



Xcelerator      Woman

Xcelerator Woman
A racing binding designed exclusively 
for women
 Xcelerator Woman has all the bene�ts from the Xcelerator Technology and has an  
exclusive look with a front lever of 18-carat gold and a stylish colour combination.  
The binding has two di�erent �exors so that it can be used for both classic and skate style.

 The wide housing gives you optimal transmission of power  
from boot to ski, and great balance in every kick.

 All the bene�ts from the Xcelerator system.



Xcelerator      Woman

Xcelerator Woman
A racing binding designed exclusively 
for women
 Xcelerator Woman has all the bene�ts from the Xcelerator Technology and has an  
exclusive look with a front lever of 18-carat gold and a stylish colour combination.  
The binding has two di�erent �exors so that it can be used for both classic and skate style.

 The wide housing gives you optimal transmission of power  
from boot to ski, and great balance in every kick.

 All the bene�ts from the Xcelerator system.

 18-carat plated gold lever
 So�er �ex



Xcelerator      Woman

Therese Johaug converted 
to Rottefella and won   
Tour de Ski in 2014.



Xcelerator      Woman

 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Xcelerator Woman 185 g 215 mm 56,7 36-52 

Technical specifications 
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Sales arguments
  18-carat gold-plated lever 
  18-carat gold-plated NIS key 
  So� Skate and Classic �exor included 
  Optimised foot position for both classic and skate 
  Gi� item

Assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty.

Xcelerator Women  7036370001180 10200130 5 

Xcelerator      Woman

SKATE SPACER

INCREASE KICK LOREM IPSUM SKIATTE MNKSEG

ER

HANDLES

GET A BETTER GRIP

Xcelerator Insoles
Insoles constructed  
to maximise power 
transmission. 

Rottefella Flexor
Adjust your kick to 
performance and  
snow conditions.

Xcelerator Handles
Get a better grip with 
broader handles and 
personalise the locking 
mechanism with one  
of three colours.

Xcelerator Skate Spacer
Convert your classic 
skis to skate with  
Skate Spacer.

Xcelerator Accessories



Xcelerator Junior
For the champions of tomorrow
Xcelerator Junior is the binding for young, ambitious skiers. It incorporates the same 
unique technology as Xcelerator for adults, including low weight, interchangeable �ex 
and precision locking mechanism. 

Xcelerator      Junior



  Juniors will also appreciate the  wider handle for easy 
entering and exiting, with or without gloves. 

Xcelerator      Junior

Xcelerator Junior
For the champions of tomorrow
Xcelerator Junior is the binding for young, ambitious skiers. It incorporates the same 
unique technology as Xcelerator for adults, including low weight, interchangeable �ex 
and precision locking mechanism. 

    Juniors will also appreciate the  wider handle for easy 
entering and exiting, with or without gloves. 

For the champions of tomorrow
Xcelerator Junior is the binding for young, ambitious skiers. It incorporates the same 
unique technology as Xcelerator for adults, including low weight, interchangeable �ex 
and precision locking mechanism. 



Signature edition
  The Xcelerator Junior Signature edition has the signature 

of Marit Bjørgen and the same bene�ts as the binding Marit 
uses..The binding o�ers options to adapt to the unique skier, 
secures contact between the skier and the surface and 
o�ers great support.

Personalise the locking mechanism with one of three 
colors, to make your skis stand out stand out from the rest.

Xcelerator      Junior



 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Xcelerator Junior 198 g 323 mm 52 36-39 

Xcelerator      Junior

Technical specifications 

324

0,238,
8

52



Assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty. 

Xcelerator JR Skate Bulk 7036370002224 10200186 10  

Xcelerator JR Classic Bulk 7036370002248 10200188 10  

Xcelerator JR Skate Bjørgen Edition 7036370001128 10200119 5  

Xcelerator JR Classic Bjørgen Edition 7036370001135 10200120 5  

Sales arguments
  Easy to open
  One size �ts all
  Optimal contoll
  Gi� item

Xcelerator      Junior

Xcelerator Insoles
Insoles constructed  
to maximise power 
transmission. 

Rottefella Flexor
Adjust your kick to 
performance and  
snow conditions.

Xcelerator Handles
Get a better grip with 
broader handles and 
personalise the locking 
mechanism with one  
of three colours.

Xcelerator AccessoriesXcelerator AccessoriesXcelerator Accessories



Rottefella Accessories 
Rottefella develops accessories and 
services related to bindings

Rottefella        Accessories



  Rottefella Key:
Adjust the binding on the NIS plate a couple of clicks backwards or forwards and it 
can help to combat slippery slopes and ensure improved glide characteristics. The 
Rottefella key also has a built-in snow thermometer and a useful LED light.

Rottefella         Accessories

Rottefella Key
The intelligent tool
Rottefella key is the tool that makes adjusting the bindings backwards and forwards  
on the Rottefella NIS system a very simple task. Both the skiing experience and the  
characteristics of the kick/glide zone alter, depending on where you are positioned  
on your skis.



Rottefella Racing Accessories
Uniquely tailored to its bindings
More satis�ed customers = increased pro�t. With Rottefella accessories, your customers 
will bene�t from the full potential a�orded by the bindings - generating increased  
margins for the retailer/distributor.

Rottefella        Accessories

  Flex Classic:
All Rottefella race an d Performance bindings are delivered with a 
medium �ex (black). Switching to a so�er �ex (light grey) will make it 
easier to bring the ski forward a�er the kick. In particular, people with 
low weight and smaller feet will bene�t from changing to a so�er �ex. A 
hard �ex (dark grey) will make the ski more responsive, and can be used 
in terrain where there is a lot of doublepoling.

The �exor will wear out and should be replaced 
regularly to maintain its function. 



The �exor will wear out and should be replaced 
regularly to maintain its function. 

Rottefella        Accessories

  Flex Skate:
All Rottefella race and Performance bindings, except Xcelerator  
Woman edition, are delivered with a medium �ex (black). By switching 
to a so�er �ex (light grey), the pressure on the front of the ski is reduced, 
which will prevent the skis from digging into loose snow. A hard �ex 
(dark grey) will bring the ski back more quickly a�er the kick and will 
also increase the pressure exerted on the snow. Suitable for hard- 
packed snow.

The patented DualFlexor™ 
System is designed speci�cally 
for all our skate bindings. This 
unique system helps to keep 
the ski in a balanced, horizontal 
position when it is pulled back or. 
or retrieved a�er each stride.

Rottefella Racing Accessories
Uniquely tailored to its bindings
More satis�ed customers = increased pro�t. With Rottefella accessories, your customers 
bene�t from the full potential a�orded by the bindings - and generate increased margins 
for the retailer/distributor.



HANDLES

GET A BETTER GRIP

  Xcelerator Handles:
To make it easier to open Xcelerator products, a grip can be mounted on the open/
close mechanism. This will be especially useful for customers who use large gloves/
mittens, or children that need a better grip.

Xcelerator      Accessories

Rottefella Racing Accessories
Uniquely tailored to its bindings
More satis�ed customers = increased pro�t. With Xcelerator accessories, your customers 
bene�t from the full potential a�orded by the bindings - and generate increased margins 
for the retailer/distributor.



SKATE SPACER

INCREASE KICK LOREM IPSUM SKIATTE MNKSEG

ER

  Xcelerator Skate Spacer:
The Xcelerator Skate Spacer �ts the Xcelerator skate binding. The spacer slides onto the NIS plate and 
is placed in the correct position using the NIS key. Then, the binding slides right onto the spacer. To 
achieve the best possible kick, it is important that the skier is in balance on the ski. Spacers help to lower 
the heel so that the skier is in a more neutral position over the ski. A more neutral position makes the 
glide feel better. A spacer will have an especially signi�cant impact in cold conditions with poor glide.

Xcelerator      Accessories

Rottefella Racing Accessories
Uniquely tailored to its bindings
More satis�ed customers = increased pro�t. With Xcelerator accessories, your customers 
bene�t from the full potential a�orded by the bindings - and generate increased margins 
for the retailer/distributor.



Assortment

Product EAN Part number Box qty 

Rottefella Key Display 7036370002354 40800028 15 

Xcelerator Skate Flex hard  7036370001296 40800015 1  

Xcelerator Skate Flex medium 7036370000268 40800004 1 

Xcelerator Skate Flex so�  7036370001272 40800013 1 

Xcelerator Classic Flex hard  7036370001302 40800016 1 

Xcelerator Classic Flex medium  7036370000251 40800003 1 

Xcelerator Classic Flex so�  7036370001289 40800014 1 

Xcelerator Handles 7036370001531 40800018 1 

Xcelerator Mounting plate Black 7036370001685 40800019 20 

Xcelerator Mounting plate Magenta 7036370001630 40800021 20 

Xcelerator Skate Spacer  7036370000275 40800005  1 

Sales arguments
Rottefella Key

  Move binding to personlise your performance
  Measure temperature
  LED light

Flexor
  Increase your kick 

Handles
  Personalise your bindings, easy li� 

Mounting plate
  Full access to the Xcelerator binding system

Skate Spacer
  Adjustable to terrain conditions, increased skating performance.

Rottefella        Accessories



Rottefella Insoles

Optimal position from boot to ski

Rottefella      Insoles



Xcelerator      Insoles

Xcelerator Insoles Skate
Taking our technology one step further
Optimise skiing performance with Rottefella Xcelerator Insoles. The insoles optimise 
power transmission from skier to snow. With low heel position for better balance and 
unique side support to prevent fatigue.

  Evenly structured toe-to-heel layer for 
neutral foot positioning provides improved 
support and better balance.

  Thermalayer™ perforated insulation 
layer with re�ector material transports 
moisture away from the foot.

  PowerPlate in reinforced �bre-glass 
nylon, providing maximum torsion 
sti�ness for the whole foot. Flexible  
sidewalls for optimal ski boot �t.

  Aureright™ prevents absorption 
of moisture. Optimal thickness for 
maximum surface contact.

  Memory Foam shapes itself around the 
heel, providing maximum stability and  
minimum energy leakage.



Xcelerator Insoles Skate
Taking our technology one step further
Optimise skiing performance with Rottefella Xcelerator Insoles. The insoles optimises 
power transmision from skier to snow. With low heel position for better balance 
and unique side support to prevent fatigue.

Xcelerator      Insoles

   Xcelerator Insoles – Skate:
The Xcelerator Skate Insole is designed to help you ski 
faster. Its features are tailored for cross-country skate  
skiing and are rooted in the Rottefella philosophy that  
a neutral foot position gives better balance by placing  
the hips forward, enabling maximum utilisation of core 
muscle power. The unique anti-bacterial Aureright™ 
closed-cell breathable foam e�ciently transports  
moisture away from the skin, while the ergonomically 
designed full-length power plate provides the necessary 
stability and power transmission. The Xcelerator Skate 
Insole is trusted by top athletes for maximum power 
transmission in every kick – with it, you can top your 
previous best!



Sales arguments
Xcelerator Insoles Skate

  Better balance
  Optimal position 
  Torsional sti�ness 
  Size: 36/37, 38/39, 40/41, 42/43, 44/45, 46/47 
  Gi� item

Assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty. 

Xcelerator Insole Skate 36-37 7036370001401 50100002 5 

Xcelerator Insole Skate 38-39 7036370001418 50100002 5 

Xcelerator Insole Skate 40-41 7036370001425 50100002 5 

Xcelerator Insole Skate 42-43 7036370001432 50100002 5 

Xcelerator Insole Skate 44-45 7036370001449 50100002 5 

Xcelerator Insole Skate 46-47 7036370001456 50100002 5 

Xcelerator      Insoles



Xcelerator      Insoles

  Evenly structured layer with integral  
toe grip provides maximum support  
and better balance.

  Thermalayer™ perforated insulation 
layer with re�ector material transports 
moisture away from the foot.

  ¾-length PowerPlate in reinforced 
�bre-glass nylon increases torsion sti�ness.
 Flexible side walls for optimal ski boot �t. 

  Aureright™ prevents absorption  
of moisture. Optimal thickness for  
maximum surface contact.

  Memory Foam shapes itself around the 
heel, providing maximum stability and 
minimum energy leakage.

Xcelerator Insoles Classic
Taking our technology one step further
Optimise skiing performance with Rottefella Xcelerator Insoles. The insoles optimise 
power transmission from skier to snow. With low heel position for better balance and 
unique side support to prevent fatigue.



Xcelerator Insoles Classic
Taking our technology one step further
Optimise skiing performance with Rottefella Xcelerator Insoles. The insoles optimises 
power transmision from skier to snow. With low heel position for better balance and 
unique side support to prevent fatigue.

Xcelerator      Insoles

  Xcelerator Insoles – Classic:
The Xcelerator Classic Insole is designed to help you ski faster. 
The features are tailored for cross-country classic skiing and 
are rooted in the Rottefella philosophy that a neutral foot posi-
tion gives better balance by placing the hips forward, enabling 
maximum use of core muscle power. The unique anti-bacterial 
Aureright closed-cell breathable foam e�ciently transports 
moisture away from the skin, helping you to stay warm, while 
the ergonomically designed ¾-length PowerPlate provides the 
necessary stability and power transmission. The comfort plus 
zone under the forefoot further enhances stability and  
maximises comfort, and the specially constructed  
Powergrip under the toes gives better grip and kick control for 
peak performance. The Xcelerator Classic Insole is trusted by 
top athletes for maximum power transmission in every kick – 
with it, you can top your previous best!



Sales arguments
Xcelerator Insoles Classic

  Better balance
  Optimal position 
  More power 
  Size: 36/37, 38/39, 40/41, 42/43, 44/45, 46/47 
  Gi� item

Assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty. 

Xcelerator Insole Classic 36-37 7036370001463 50100003 5 

Xcelerator Insole Classic 38-39 7036370001470 50100003 5 

Xcelerator Insole Classic 40-41 7036370001487 50100003 5 

Xcelerator Insole Classic 42-43 7036370001494 50100003 5 

Xcelerator Insole Classic 44-45 7036370001500 50100003 5 

Xcelerator Insole  Classic 46-47 7036370001517 50100003 5 

Xcelerator      Insoles



Rottefella      Insoles

  Evenly structured toe-to-heel layer for 
neutral foot positioning provides improved 
support and better balance

  Thermalayer perforated insulation 
layer with re�ector material transports 
moisture away from the foot.

  ¾-length PowerPlate in reinforced �bre-glass 
nylon increases torsion sti�ness. Flexible 
side walls for optimal ski boot �t.

  Aureright™ prevents absorption of 
moisture. Thicker, so�er material for  
maximum comfort.

  Memory Foam shapes itself around the 
heel, providing maximum stability and 
minimum energy leakage.

Rottefella Insoles Touring
Taking our technology one step further
Optimise skiing performance with Rottefella Insoles. The insoles optimise power 
transmission from skier to snow. With low heel position for better balance and unique 
side support to prevent fatigue.



Rottefella Insoles Touring
For better energi transmission
Rottefella Touring Insole is designed to improve the skiing experience, and to avoid 
tired and cold feet during  a long day in  the  outdoor. 

  Rottefella Insoles Touring:
The unique anti-bacterial Aureright breathable foam 
e�ciently transports moisture away and help you keep 
warmer, while the ergonomically designed ¾ length 
PowerPlate provides the �exibility and stability you 
need.  The comfort plus zone under the forefoot helps 
stabilizing and improve comfort to a maximum. The 
insole has a full layer of re�ective insulation fabric mak-
ing it extra warm on cold days. Extra support in the heel 
part helps keeping you less fatigue, and to increase joy of 
skiing the whole winter through.

Rottefella      Insoles

Rottefella Insoles Touring
For better energy transmission
Rottefella Touring Insole is designed to improve the skiing experience, and to avoid 
tired and cold feet during  a long day in  the  outdoor. 

  Rottefella Insoles Touring:
The unique anti-bacterial Aureright breathable foam 
e�ciently transports moisture away and helps keep 
you warmer, while the ergonomically designed ¾ length 
PowerPlate provides the �exibility and stability you 
need.  The comfort plus zone under the forefoot helps to 
stabilise and improve comfort to a maximum. The insole 
has a full layer of re�ective insulation fabric,  
making it extra warm on cold days. Extra support in the 
heel part helps to keep you less fatigued and increases 
the joy of skiing, throughout the winter.

Rottefella      Insoles



Sales arguments
  Better balance 
  Less fatigue  
  Warm and dry 
  Size: 36-47 
  Gi� item

Assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty. 

Rottefella Insole Touring 36-37 7036370001340 50100001 5 

Rottefella Insole Touring 38-39 7036370001357 50100001 5 

Rottefella Insole Touring 40-41 7036370001364 50100001 5 

Rottefella Insole Touring 42-43 7036370001371 50100001 5 

Rottefella Insole Touring 44-45 7036370001388 50100001 5 

Rottefella Insole Touring 46-47 7036370001395 50100001 5 

Rottefella      Insoles



Rottefella        Performance

Rottefella  Performance  
Created to make skiers happy



Rottefella Performance
Part of a healthy and active lifestyle
In order to satisfy an ever-increasing throng of leisure-time skiers who want to get 
more pleasure from their skiing activities, Rottefella has developed the Performance 
ski binding, with models adapted for both skating and classic style.

Active      Performance



Rottefella Performance
Part of a healthy and active lifestyle

Active      Performance

  The binding features a simple, user-friendly  
opening and closing mechanism.

In order to satisfy an ever-increasing throng of leisure-time skiers who want to get 
more pleasure from their skiing activities, Rottefella has developed the Performance 
ski binding, with models adapted for both skating and classic style.



Rottefella Performance
Part of a healthy and active lifestyle

Active      Performance

  The binding features a simple, user-friendly  
opening and closing mechanism.

  Great stability with wide housing.

In order to satisfy an ever-increasing throng of leisure-time skiers who want to get 
more pleasure from their skiing activities, Rottefella has developed the Performance 
ski binding, with models adapted for both skating and classic style.



Rottefella Performance
Part of a healthy and active lifestyle

Active      Performance

  The binding features a simple, user-friendly  
opening and closing mechanism.

  Available in Skate and Classic versions.

  Great stability with wide housing.

In order to satisfy an ever-increasing throng of leisure-time skiers who want to get 
more pleasure from their skiing activities, Rottefella has developed the Performance 
ski binding, with models adapted for both skating and classic style.



 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Performance Skate  190 g 296 mm 56 mm 36-52 

 Performance Classic  190 g 296 mm 56 mm 36-52 

Technical specifications 

Active      Performance

21185
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Performance assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty. 

Performance Skate Black Bulk 7036370002071 10200164 10 

Performance Skate White Bulk 7036370002187 10200181 10 

Performance Classic Black Bulk 7036370002088 10200165 10 

Performance Classic White Bulk 7036370002194 10200182 10 

Sales arguments
  Optimum grip and glide with the Rottefella NIS-system
  Improved locking mechanism, easy to operate
  Wide housing for optimal balance

Active      Performance

Rottefella Insoles
Insoles constructed 
to maximise power 
transmission. 

Rottefella Accessories



Rottefella Touring series
Secure grip and downhill control

Touring      Auto



Touring      Auto

Rottefella Touring Auto
For short trips in the woods  
or longer tours in the mountains
Rottefella Touring Auto is an automatic binding for shorter or longer trips.  
Easy to use, it provides the support needed for cross-country skiing at all levels. 



Touring      Auto

Rottefella Touring Auto
For short trips in the woods  
or longer tours in the mountains
Rottefella Touring Auto is an automatic binding for shorter or longer trips.  
Easy to use, it provides the support needed for cross-country skiing at all levels. 

  Rottefella Touring Auto is perfect for occasional  
visits to the ski course.visits to the ski course.



  The wide housing makes Rottefella Touring Auto  
extra stable in challenging conditions.

Touring      Auto

Rottefella Touring Auto
For short trips in the woods  
or longer tours in the mountains
Rottefella Touring Auto is an automatic binding for shorter or longer trips.  
Easy to use, it provides the support needed for cross-country skiing at all levels. 

  Rottefella Touring Auto is perfect for occasional  
visits to the ski course.visits to the ski course.



  The automatic StepIn system makes  
entering the binding e�ortless.

  The wide housing makes Rottefella Touring Auto  
extra stable in challenging situations. 

Touring      Auto

Rottefella Touring Auto
For short trips in the woods  
or longer tours in the mountains
Rottefella Touring Auto is an automatic binding for shorter or longer trips.  
Easy to use, it provides the support needed for cross-country skiing at all levels. 

  Rottefella Touring Auto is perfect for occasional  
visits to the ski course.visits to the ski course.



 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Touring Auto 280 g 225 mm 57,7 36-52 

Touring      Auto

10
,8

225

54
,4

2,
1

83,41

Technical specifications 



Rottefella Touring Auto assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty.

Rottefella Touring Auto Combi Silver Bulk 7036370002279 10200191 10 

Rottefella Touring Auto Combi Black Bulk 7036370002293 10200193 10 

Rottefella Touring Auto Classic Silver Bulk 7036370002316 10200195 10 

Rottefella Touring Auto Classic Black Bulk 7036370002330 10200197 10 

Sales arguments
  Optimum adhesion and glide with the Rottefella NIS system
  Easy enter – Easy exit with Stepin function
  Gives optimal control and stability
  For Classic and Skating performance

Touring      Auto

Rottefella Insoles
Insoles constructed 
to maximise power 
transmission. 

Rottefella Accessories



Step-in binding for those who want an easy-to-use binding for their touring skis. 

Rottefella Basic
An a�ordable, automatic step-in binding

Rottefella      Basic

  A good solution for anyone that does not ski on a regular basis  
but needs a binding that is easy to step into and easy to open.



  The wide housing helps to maintain balance in challenging conditions.

Rottefella      Basic

Step-in binding for those who want an easy-to-use binding for their touring skis. 

Rottefella Basic
An a�ordable, automatic step-in binding

  A good solution for anyone that does not ski on a regular basis  
but needs a binding that is easy to step into and easy to open.



 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

Rottefella Basic 280 g 211 mm 54,5 36-52 

Rottefella      Basic

211

10
,6

54
,4
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,2

Technical specifications 



Rottefella Basic assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty. 

Rottefella Basic White/Grey Bulk 7036370001791 10200140 10 

Rottefella Basic Balck/White Bulk 7036370001838 10200150 10 

Sales arguments
  Step in system
  Wide housing for optimal balance
  Fits all shoes

Rottefella      Basic

Rottefella Insoles
Insoles constructed 
to maximise power 
transmission. 

Rottefella Accessories



Rottefella Start concept
Designed for children – on their premise

Rottefella      Start

Rottefella Start is recommended by The Norwegian Skiing Association



Rottefella      Start

Rottefella Start is recommended by The Norwegian Skiing Association

Rottefella Start
Created for those experiencing  
the �rst joy of skiing
The binding is designed for children on their premise and  
developed to give the young a sense of achievement – both at play  
and on the nursery slopes.  



Rottefella      Start

Rottefella Start is recommended by The Norwegian Skiing Association

Rottefella Start
Created for those experiencing  
the �rst joy of skiing
The binding is designed for children on their premise and developed to give the 
young a sense of achievement – both at play and on the nursery slopes.  

  Automatic step-in system with large 
handle is undemanding to operate.  
Rottefella Start makes it easy for children  
to ski by themselves.



Rottefella      Start

Rottefella Start is recommended by The Norwegian Skiing Association

Rottefella Start
Created for those experiencing  
the �rst joy of skiing
The binding is designed for children on their premise and developed to give the 
young a sense of achievement – both at play and on nursery slopes.  

  Automatic step-in system with a large 
handle is undemanding to operate.  
Rottefella Start makes it easy for children  
to ski by themselves.

  The wide housing gives  
excellent stability and control, 
even when picking up speed. 



 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Rottefella Start 185 g 319 mm 54 25-39 

Rottefella      Start

Technical specifications 

324

54
,4

12
,7



Rottefella Start is recommended by The Norwegian Skiing Association

Sales arguments
  Easy Enter – Easy Exit
  Control and stability give maximum pleasure
  Easy to open, even for small hands

Rottefella      Start

Rottefella Start handles
Let the kids choose 
which handle they wish 
to personalise their 
bindings with. 
 
Available as a Disk 
Display, including 32 
assorted colourful 
handles

Rottefella Insoles
Insoles constructed 
to maximise power 
transmission and 
better balanse.

Rottefella Accessories

Rottefella Start assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty. 

Rottefella Start Black 7036370001784 10200157 10 

Rottefella Start Color 7036370001692 10200158 10 

Rottefella Start Mountingplate 7036370001777 40800022 20 

Rottefella Start Handles 7036370001876 40800020 32 



Back Country   series

Rottefella Back Country series 
Reliable in variable snow conditions



Rottefella Back Country Auto
User-friendly and easy-to-operate
User-friendly, easy-to-operate binding. Convenient automatic step-in design closes 
with an audible click and releases with ski-pole pressure. 

Back Country      Auto



  The wide steering plate - 56 mm - gives excellent stability and ski control, which are features 
that are very important when skiing in variable snow conditions.

Back Country      Auto

Rottefella Back Country Auto
User-friendly and easy-to-operate
User-friendly, easy-to-operate binding. Convenient automatic step-in design closes 
with an audible click and releases with ski-pole pressure. 



Technical speci�cations 

Back Country      Auto

 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Rottefella BC Auto 430 g 242 mm 57,9 36-52 

6,
3

35

241100

55
,3

57
,9



Rottefella Back Country Manual
Suitable for use in rough terrain
A functional and reliable binding equipped with a sturdy manual opening and  
closing mechanism

Back Country      Manual



Rottefella Back Country Manual
Suitable for use in rough terrain 
A functional and reliable binding equipped with a sturdy manual opening and  
closing mechanism

  The binding is ideal for use in rough terrain and in  
variable snow conditions. Easy to enter and exit.  
Also suitable for use on cross-country ice skates.

Back Country      Manual



Rottefella Back Country Manual
Suitable for use in rough terrain 
A functional and reliable binding equipped with sturdy manual open 
and close mechanism.  

  The binding is ideal for use in rough terrain and in  
variable snow conditions. Easy to enter and exit.  
Also suitable for use on cross-country ice skates.

  Combined with the 56-mm-wide binding plate, 
it o�ers maximum stability and ski control. 

Back Country      Manual



Technical speci�cations 

Back Country      Manual

 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Rottefella BC Manual 530 g 242 mm 57,9 36-52 

241100

55
,3

57
,9
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35



Rottefella Back Country Magnum
For the most demanding conditions
Increased steering plate gives a maximum contact area between boot sole,  
binding plate and ski.

 

Back Country      Magnum



Rottefella Back Country Magnum
For the most demanding conditions
Increased steering plate gives a maximum contact area between boot sole,  
binding plate and ski.

 

Back Country      Magnum

  With a wide-wing pro�le derived from cross-country racing bindings,  
the magnum features an extra-wide 67-mm contoured steering plate. 

  With a   With a wide-wing pro�le derived from cross-country racing bindings, 
the magnum features an extra-wide 67-mm contoured steering plate. 



Rottefella Back Country Magnum
For the most demanding conditions 
Increased steering plate gives a maximum contact area between boot sole,  
binding plate and ski.

 

  Can also be used on skis with a width of minimum 52 mm.

Back Country      Magnum

  With a wide-wing pro�le derived from cross-country racing bindings,  
the magnum features an extra wide 67mm contoured steering plate. 

  Can also be used on skis with a width of minimum 52 mm.  Can also be used on skis with a width of minimum 52 mm.

  With a   With a wide-wing pro�le derived from cross-country racing bindings, 
the magnum features an extra wide 67mm contoured steering plate. 



 Product Weight Length Width Shoe size 

 Rottefella BC Magnum 530 g 242 mm 68 36-52 

Technical speci�cations 

241100
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Back Country      Magnum



Rottefella Back Country assortment

Product EAN Part number Box  qty. 

Rottefella BC Auto bulk 7036370002101 10200175 10  

Rottefella BC Manual bulk 7036370002125 10200177 10  

Rottefella BC Magnum bulk 7036370002149 10200179 10  

Sales arguments
Rottefella Back Country Auto

  Step-in binding
  High stability 
  Reliable in variable snow conditions 

Rottefella Back Country Manual
  Sturdy manual closing mechanism 
  High stability 
  Designed for skis and ice-skates 

Rottefella Back Country Magnum
  Extra wide for extra stability 
  Sturdy manual closing mechanism 
  Reliable in variable snow conditions

Rottefella      Back Country

Rottefella Insoles
Insoles constructed 
to maximise power 
transmission and 
better balanse.

Rottefella Accessories



Rottefella  
Norwegian technology  
for  faster skiing




